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Jazz & Tapas
By Diana Wiley
The Friday Jazz & Tapas
evenings
have
been
extraordinary, on several
counts. Roberto Occhipinti
– himself a winner of
multiple Juno awards – has
been curating the series,
generously volunteering his
time to approach the
exceptional musicians in his
network and convince them
to perform at the Club.
Hearing musicians of the
calibre of Robi Botos and
Mike Downes (January
26th) and Mark Eisenman,
Roberto Occhipinti
Neil Swainson, and Mark
Micklethwaite (December 8th) in the intimacy of our Library
is already magical. Add an attentive, sophisticated audience,
a majestic room beautifully lit, casually wonderful food, and
you have what it takes to create an evening to be long
remembered.
In this series of five performances (the fifth happens
March 2nd, featuring Hilario Duran, Roberto Occhipinti, and
Mark Kelso), we have been celebrating our new piano, with
gratitude to our donors Bill Redrupp and Larry Herman, and
the possibilities it has opened up for our music program.
The evenings are intimate by design: since both dining
and listening to the music happen in the Library, seating is
available for only 40 people (although we have consistently
fit in a few more). Once a critical mass has gathered in the
Bar, we move upstairs where we cluster in groups of eight
around small tables, which facilitates easy conversation and
Members can invite friends and colleagues to all of our
music-focused evenings. They can come as your guests, or
you can send them information about the event and they can
respond directly to Amy Hart at
rsvp@universitycluboftoronto.com:
she will take their credit card information to cover the ticket
charge, plus food and drinks they order throughout the
evening.
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the sharing of Chef’s creative small plates (the interpretation
of ‘tapas’ in Toronto’s restaurants). When the music starts at
8 pm (for one 90-minute set), service continues but the
conversation drops to whispers or disappears entirely as we
get caught up in the music. Musicians who were initially
reluctant to participate in the series are completely won over
part way through the evening. As Robi Botos commented as
the last note faded away, “It’s so rare for jazz musicians to be
in a space where people listen so intently; it’s like you [the
audience] are part of the performance.” Musicians respond
by giving performances that come from the heart, inviting us
in to musical conversations that are beautifully textured and
evocative.

The Art in the Club

Ferme de Charlevoix,
Clarence Gagnon
By Andrea Geddes Poole
A small painting, tucked away to the left of the fireplace in
the Pine Room, Ferme de Charlevoix, painted in 1923 by

Clarence Gagnon, is my favourite painting in the University
Club’s excellent collection of twentieth-century Canadian
painters. From the size of the canvas, it is a work almost
certainly painted in the field, en plein air, and judging from
the intense blue of the sky, the visible depth of the snow and
the glittering quality of the sunlight, I suspect it would have
been au froid as well. Indeed, it is the way Gagnon has
captured the very quality of the sun on the snow that I find
most striking about this painting. A number of Canadian
artists have tackled the elusive quality of Canadian sunlight
on snow: Maurice Cullen, J.E.H. MacDonald, even Jack
Chambers in Sunday Morning No. 2, but for my money, no

one has equalled, let alone surpassed Gagnon in that
particular undertaking. And Ferme de Charlevoix is also, in my
opinion, a superlative example of Gagnon’s “signature“.
Born in Montreal in 1881, Gagnon trained in both
Montreal and Paris, returning to Canada in 1908, settling in
the Charlevoix , north-east of Quebec City, where he
proceeded to create a vivid visual record of rural Quebec. In
many of his earlier works, one can see a preponderance of soft
pastel tones, similar to those of Monet, no doubt a significant
influence on Gagnon’s formative years.
But Ferme de
Charlevoix was painted in 1923, at a point where Gagnon had
become secure in his own style of interpretation and had
developed his own Quebecois palette incorporating more
assertive reds, greens and cobalts. Gagnon was at the height
of his powers of sensibility and visual acuity in 1923 when he
painted Ferme de Charlevoix, a mastery that is displayed as
much through Gagnon’s instinctive understanding of colour
theory as by the harmony, stability and innate symmetry of
the painting’s construction.
There is a melancholy aspect to this painting too as 1923
was to be Gagnon’s last winter in Canada as he returned to
France that summer where he stayed until the German
occupation of Vichy France in 1942 brought Gagnon back to
Canada where he died soon thereafter.
The painting was acquired by the club in 1951 by the art
committee.

Club Authors Collection:
Robertson Davies
By Neil Guthrie
Through the good offices of Ramsay
Derry, the husband of our member
Patricia Jackson, we have secured a
very generous donation of the
collected works of Robertson Davies,
the Canadian novelist, playwright,
newspaper editor and academic. The
gift comes from Davies’s daughter
Jennifer Surridge and will form the
centrepiece of our Club Authors
collection.
Ramsay and Ms Surridge have
edited A Celtic Temperament (2015), the
first published selection from Davies’s
diaries, spanning the years 1959 to
1963. A copy of this volume has also
been added to the collection.
Robertson Davies was a long-time
member of the Club, which he used as
a base on forays from Peterborough,
where he edited the Examiner.

Robertson Davies

Brenda Davies

We are pleased to have portraits of Davies and his wife,
Brenda, by Grant MacDonald, which hang in the basement
by the window of the wine cellar.

President’s Message
By Ross Peebles
Shortly after my father died
several years ago, I began a
task that will be familiar to
many – sorting out the
belongings of a deceased
family member. I had to
decide what I should keep,
what I could give away and
what I should simply throw
away. It turned out to be
more difficult and at the
same time, more interesting
than I had expected.
The interest came in discovering long forgotten objects
that were associated with my father. At times it felt like fastforwarding through parts of his life. Although I had no
personal connection many of the objects, I knew their
provenance from things my father had told me. More than
once when questions came to mind, I wished I had asked
them when I had the chance.
I thought that it would be relatively easy to decide on
disposition. In some cases, it was. Clothes that would not fit
me, for example, went straight into the donation box. Most
of his books and all the family photographs, I kept. But
when it came to things like certificates, awards, letters and
the like, I agonised.
On one hand, they were important to my father and out
of respect, I felt I should keep them. On the other hand, what
would I do with them and what would be their fate when
my custodianship expired. In the end, I donated the items of
public interest to whatever museum I figured might find
them worthwhile. Sadly, many more I threw away. It
troubled me but it was the only sensible thing to do.
Among his clothes, I found a well-preserved set of tails.
With modest re-tailoring, they would have fitted me and I
debated taking them to the tailor. Fortunately, my wife
reminded me that in 40-odd years of adult life, I had never
been invited to an event requiring white tie and that would
be unlikely to change. Times change she said, “Nobody
wears that anymore.” I thanked her and kept the silk hat as a
souvenir.
I recalled these events when the Board recently reviewed
the Club’s House Rules. Times and customs do change and
so must we. What would have been unthinkable, even a few
years ago, is now commonplace. If the Club is to remain an
attractive place for members and guests, it must recognise
modern norms and adjust to them. This is especially true in

matters of dress and the use of electronic devices. While we
can agree that old forms of dress and decorum are out, it is
less clear what should replace them.
In an ideal world, good manners and concern for the
others would be the only rules we need. Those tenets remain
at the heart of our revised House Rules. Please take a few
minutes to familiarise yourselves with them. I hope you will
find them generally acceptable and in line with your own
expectations of how the Club should function. For ease of
access by both members and guests, we have moved the
rules to the public section our website.
I look forward to seeing you at the Club.

Round Table Book Club
By Donald Rumball
At its January meeting, the Round Table book club discussed
Maximum Canada by Doug Saunders. The book advocates a
sustained program to bring in enough immigrants to raise
the population to 100 million by the end of the century.
While the book’s conclusions did not garner overwhelming
support, its perspective on our history raised some
eyebrows; in particular, we were all surprised at the millions
of immigrants in years past who tarried here only briefly
before departing for the US. There was also some skepticism
about our ability to provide jobs for the expanded flow of
immigrants. There was not a lot of support for arbitrary
targets such as 100 million. To quote one member: “The
current rates of immigration and an increased birth rate from
the present 1.6, fostered by appropriate government policies,
will achieve the desired growth of Canada’s population and
make Canada a more prosperous and more important
member of the community of nations.”
What grabbed the most attention, however, was the
prospect of an even more multi-cultural Canada than we
have now – particularly in the context of the Internet, which
has splintered societies everywhere. Part of the discussion
revolved around the balance between assimilating
immigrants and encouraging them to retain the culture and
society of their country of origin; it was noted that the second
generation of immigrants is generally well integrated in the
school system and the universities; in particular, there are
dozens of smaller cities with a university that will act as
effective integrators because universities are all about
intellect, not race or gender. We felt that Canada has the best
record in the world of making multi-culturalism work but,
even without considering the consequences of maintaining
the rate of immigration, the existing population has to do a
better job of accommodating the immigrants we already
have, especially in Toronto and Vancouver, where
immigrants currently account for 50% of the population.
In the absence of racial, ethnic or religious glue to bind
our Canadian identity, we struggle still to define ourselves
other than by saying we’re not American. We need to change

this. If we have traditionally viewed the Americans as
dynamic, enterprising, open-minded and freedom-loving,
what characteristics do we apply to ourselves? We have
rejected the values of Kellie Leitch and embraced diversity,
but what are our moral commonalities? Eh?

COO’s Remarks
By Sohail Saheed
Well, it has been over three
great months so far at the
Club for me. It has been
exciting,
fun
and
challenging at the same
time. I have had great
conversations and exchange
of
ideas
with
many
members and the learning
continues. I thank all of you
who took time to engage
with me, which is really
appreciated.
Overall my game plan can be summarized as, take asset
inventory, measure the challenges, find solutions, make the
product market-ready and sell to the best of my ability.
Update on some exciting stuff: minimum service standards
are going in place in all areas; house rules are being
implemented; consistent feedback system in all service areas
are being developed and, the most exciting part, there are
new dining menus for the Club. I am hoping that you have
already had a chance to enjoy some new creations -- please
make use of the feedback system. This time around, we
wanted to sell our story with the food.
Please drop by my office in the Lower Canada Room on
the ground floor for any conversation, the door is always
open. Wishing you all a pleasant spring!
Always at your service.
Club’s Culinary Story
Chef Patrick Desmoulin and his team are pleased that you have
chosen to dine with us at the University Club of Toronto. We look
forward to showcasing our creativity and superb cuisine.
All of the dishes served at the Club start with fresh ingredients
and are prepared in our own kitchen. The menu changes frequently
to take advantage of seasonal offerings and to provide you with a
variety of different foods throughout the year.
The Club prides itself on an extensive wine cellar and a pricing
policy that permits the perfect pairing of wine and food at a fraction
of the cost charged elsewhere. Our knowledgeable staff would be
pleased to assist you in making a selection that will perfectly
complement your meal.
It is our pleasure to serve you in one of the most beautiful dining
rooms in Toronto. We hope that your experience will be memorable
and we look forward to seeing you again soon.

Club History

Toronto in the 1960s
(Excerpted from The University Club: Its Life, Its Times by
Donald Rumball)

La Chaumiere

The huge reservoirs of ethnic cultures that were building
throughout the 1950s and 1960s burst out of their cultural
confinement to put their stamp on a city that quickly
embraced them. Sometimes they did this with verve and a
huge splash of publicity – exemplified by Caribana, which
embarked on its spectacular and stormy life in 1967 – but a
quieter and more powerful change was wrought by the
proliferation of restaurants, bars and venues for an
astonishingly diverse range of entertainment that exposed the
values and cultures of their countries of origin. Unlike the
conservative Anglophiles of traditional Toronto, who liked to
eat at home and make their own entertainment around the
piano, the immigrants preferred to find their entertainment
outside their homes; eating out was a social event rather than
a biological necessity.
The pace and reach of this change may be hard for later
generations to comprehend, living as they do in the
sophisticated and diverse Toronto of the 21st century, but the
city was quite unusually backward in the 1950s, certainly
compared with a lively and risqué Montreal, but especially
compared with Europe. The choice of suitable restaurants in
Toronto was limited to, perhaps, half a dozen establishments
that were considered to be appropriate for people such as the
members of the University Club.
Foremost among them was La Chaumière, on the corner of
Charles and Asquith, which was dependable enough that it
was the first choice in the city for anyone wishing to impress
their dining companions or mark an important rite of passage.
There were a few others to choose from, including the King
Edward Hotel, which was not always consistent – “it went up
and down,” according to Ted Gerson. “The Imperial Room at
the Royal York was pretty reliable,” he adds. “At Winston’s,
you had to knock on the door to be admitted. They would
take a look at you, and if they didn’t like the looks of you, you
couldn’t get in.”
To be fair, running a restaurant in a city with Toronto’s

climate was more difficult in those days. Refrigerated
transportation was not widely available, so trucking in
delicacies in from California in February was simply not
practical, especially when the demand for them at their
destination was underwhelming. Frozen foods were still not
widely available in the 1950s and the choice of fresh produce
during winter was very limited.
Against this less-than-daunting competition, the food at
the University Club was quite respectable. A lady associate
member remembers that, “there were some things that were
difficult, but a lot of the things they gave you were very good
and very reliable. They were nicely presented and good
value. It seems to me that the Club dinner was something
like $9 a head.”
Still, it, too, was not remarkable for its flair. “When I first had
lunch here,” says Gerson, “you could have any kind of soup
you wanted as long as it was jellied consommé. There wasn’t
a glass of wine to be seen in this room, as I remember.”
If Toronto’s cooking in the 1950s was unimaginative and
conservative, its drinking habits were antediluvian, still
dominated by the moral overhang of Prohibition, with its
strong conviction that drinking was so sinful and people so
weak that the authorities needed to protect them from
themselves. No drinking was permitted in public places on
Sundays and the taverns that served beer – and only beer,
only to men – were designed to disabuse them of any notion
that they were anywhere other than a den of sin. The decor
was pre-Enlightenment and the service efficiently disdainful.
No one was allowed more than one glass of beer on the table
before them; they had to finish what they had ordered before
they could order another.
In 1948, the Ontario government relented and changed
the law to allow men and women to drink together, in the
same room. But the ladies were carefully protected from the
brute reality of males at the trough. There were two
entrances in the new beer parlours – one was for “ladies and
escorts” and the other for men alone.
The first bar to take advantage of the new law was the
Silver Rail on Yonge Street, where the bartender in the city’s
first cocktail lounge was Joe Marjoie, who left the Silver Rail
in the early 1960s to become the Club’s bartender. He used to

The Silver Rail

tell Ted Wagner, his successor at the Club, that, “in the first
month after they opened, people would line up at 11:30 for
two or three blocks to get into the Silver Rail for a drink.”
Soon after the Silver Rail opened its cocktail lounge, John
Duncanson decided to dip a toe in the water one weekend,
after he and his sister-in-law had spent an evening at the
theatre. “After our show at the Royal Alex,” he says, “we
went up to the Silver Rail to ‘experiment.’ We sat at the bar
and ordered a scotch and soda and I remember her spinning
around in her chair. She said: ‘It still looks like a beer
parlour.’ ”In this environment, the gentlemen’s clubs of
Toronto were secure, even in bad times. Their food was
certainly as good as any restaurant and probably even better;
the ambience for eating and drinking was vastly superior to
any other place in town; and the assurance of good company
whenever they were in the Club made it something to look
forward to for any occasion.

Sports & Fitness

Debunking Common Myths in Golf
By Jaime Steedman

ground prior to striking the ball. Contact with the ground
prior to the ball means that the club is losing its speed as well
as altering the clubface in a very erratic and unstable way.
Additionally, when I see players trying to help the ball by
getting under the ball, I tend to see their weight shift back
away from the target onto their trail side (right side for righthanded golfers) rather than shift onto their lead side and
they flip their hands and wrists. Neither of these lend
themselves well to an efficient transfer of energy.
Myth #2 - Keeping Your Head Down
If you have ever told someone to keep their head down, I
politely ask you to stop. If you have someone telling you to
keep your head down, stop listening to these wellintentioned folks. Focus instead on maintaining your posture
and turning your body throughout the swing. This means
that as you swing, your posterior stays behind you and you
keep the tilt over the ball during the backswing. A great drill
is to make half swings and try to “brush the grass” and hear
the club head making contact with the blades of grass.
Myth #3 - Keeping Your Lead (Left) Arm Straight
Visually, the lead arm (left arm for right-handed golfers)
does appear to stay straight throughout the swing. This is
achieved by proper rotation of the body, rather than simply
keeping the arm straight. At set up, a player’s shoulders and
lead arm form a sort of right angle or “7”, as you make the
backswing, try to keep that right angle or “7” intact.
Jaime Steedman is the Head Teaching Professional at the
Ladies’ Golf Club of Toronto and gives lessons in our own golf
practice facility. She brings a wealth of teaching experience from
her six-year tenure at the Hamilton G&CC, the Glen Abbey
Academy, and from her time spent playing collegiate golf at the
University of Waterloo and Humber College.

New Member Profile

Lionel Tupman
Jaime Steedman and club member Brian Bellmore

Many students come to me with their heads full of swing
thoughts and tips they received from their well-intentioned
playing partners from their last ten rounds. Their golfing
buddy has suggested they are lifting their head, not bending
their knees enough, swinging too fast, not swinging fast
enough, lifting their left heel, lifting their right heel, bending
their left elbow, and the list goes on and on. With the myriad
tips they ought to recall during each golf swing, it’s no
wonder most golfers are confused about how to improve
their game. There are several common misconceptions that I
hear when students are diagnosing their ills on the course.
Here are three of the most common myths that I hear.
Myth #1 - Players Need to ‘Get Under the Ball’
The notion that in order to make the ball achieve height the
club needs to “get under the ball” is one of the most
prevalent myths. If one were to actually get under the ball, it
would mean that the club would make contact with the

Lionel Tupman is a partner at
WEL Partners, where his
practice focuses exclusively
on
estates
and
trusts
litigation. He was a finalist
for Lexpert magazine’s ‘Rising
Stars’ awards in 2017 and
named a ‘Leading Lawyer to
Lionel Tupman
Watch’. Lionel has been
active
in
federal
and
provincial politics, and in
2014 was the youngest
candidate to seek election in
the provincial riding of Niagara Falls. He joined the
University Club last year.
Neil Guthrie sat down with Lionel in front of the fireplace
in the Main Lounge and found out a little more about him.
How did you hear about the UCT?

I first learned about the University Club when I was an
articling student at Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP from Senator
David Smith, who spoke very highly of the Club. I did not
have an opportunity to visit until approximately a year ago –
I had a meeting planned with Michael Osborne and he
suggested that we meet at the Club. I had actually been
considering applying to a club for a few years and visited
other clubs but never really felt comfortable. I asked Michael
(I think in the first five minutes of our meeting) ‘how do I
join?’
What has your experience been so far?
My experience thus far has been extremely positive. The
Club’s facilities are outstanding. The food is great, the staff
are very attentive, and most importantly, everyone I have met
is extremely warm and welcoming. Truth be told, joining a
new club is a somewhat daunting experience, but every
person I have met has been willing to show me around,
introduce me to people and include me in social
interactions. I have only been a member since August and the
place feels like a second home.
Have you attended events, made use of the fitness facilities,
used our reciprocal clubs?
I have attended several events so far: the Bordeaux wine
night, the Kind of Blue Gala, a Jazz and Tapas evening, the
Yuletide Luncheon and the Fortified Luncheon. I typically
play squash with several other members two times a week,
and I work out in the fitness facilities most Saturday
mornings. I will definitely plan on attending events regularly
in the future. The Club is also very convenient for breakfast
and lunch, so I generally eat at the Club two or three days a
week either on my own or with clients. I particularly like the
table in the Library in front of the fire.
I have used the reciprocal club membership facility once
so far. In November I visited the Vancouver Club and was
offered excellent service by the staff there including cocktails,
dinner and accommodation recommendations and an
invitation to a boxing class with an Olympic boxing coach.
Please share a fun fact about yourself
I am a former professional bagpiper. I won two North
American Championships and have competed all over the
world including the World Championships five times. Some
people hate the sound of bagpipes but I can’t get enough! I
have retired from competition but I adjudicate bagpipe
competitions around Ontario.

Staff Profile

Indran Ganeshan:
Food and Beverage Manager
By Donald Rumball
This month marks the fifteenth anniversary of Indran’s
appointment as the Club’s Food and Beverage Services
Manager.

“I work closely with the chef, Patrick,” he says. “The chef
takes care of the food, but, once the food is out of the kitchen,
I’m in charge of serving it – the staff, scheduling, inventories,
uniforms, supplies. His biggest challenge is staff training.
“This is not like a hotel. We have to give the members a good
experience, make them feel like this is their home, so they
will leave the club happy. Too often, we will train staff but
they don’t stay because we can’t give them enough hours.
We run on a tight budget, so we never over-staff and there
are only a few servers who work full-time.”
He loves his job. “Every
day is challenging; it’s
always different. I am
responsible for the service
throughout the dining areas
including function & events.
I do mostly events; for dayto-day
dining
with
members, I deal with
feedback. We celebrate the
compliments and work on
complaints.”
Indran was born in northern Sri Lanka. His father was a
family physician and, like all the Tamil community, they
suffered terribly in the 45-year civil war. His father insisted
that most of his family leave their country, which was
devastated by the bombing and shelling. “It will take a very
long time to find the money to rebuild.”
He studied hotel management in Sri Lanka and then
worked in hotels in Denmark for five years, before moving
to Toronto in 1995. For the first four years here he worked
part-time in the Four Seasons Hotel, Travelodge and the
King Edward Hotel. He left the King Eddy in 1999 to join
several other former King Eddy staff at the Club and was
appointed manager in 2003.
His wife is also Tamil and every now and then Indran
brings Tamil food from home for the staff to taste. It’s hot
enough to blow a few heads off, but everyone loves it.
Indran has more relatives here than in Sri Lanka now. “I love
Canada – it’s a good life and a peaceful place.”

Reciprocal Clubs

Clubs in the USA
By David G. P. Allan
We are fortunate in New York City, where we enjoy
reciprocal arrangements with nine clubs – many of them
extraordinary. Each of the clubs that we are familiar with
have many attributes that constrain us from preferring one
over the other. Location can definitely be a determinant in
one’s decision whether to stay at The Lotus Club on 66th
Street, or the Yale, Cornell, Princeton, Penn or Harvard
clubs, all clustered around 44th Street and Fifth Avenue,
roughly parallel to Grand Central Station. For most of us in

finance or business that midtown location is ideal. The New
York Athletic Club on Central Park South, and facing
Central Park, is favoured by some, but there is simply no
parallel to the Metropolitan Club at 1 East 60th St. It, too,
faces the Park, sitting at its southeast corner, across Fifth
Avenue and immediately adjacent to, but much more
welcoming than, The Pierre. While room standards in clubs
can be highly variable depending on the geography – in
England, Scotland and Ireland “traditional” could sometimes
be a generous adjective – the Metropolitan is at least of Four
Seasons quality, approximately half the price of the Pierre
next door and considerably more interesting.
There is perhaps no more imposing room blending
grandeur and history than Harvard Club’s Harvard Hall,
where the dimensions are perfect and pictures of presidents
are only bested by the huge elephant head from Teddy
Roosevelt’s now so politically incorrect sporting
enthusiasms. To assemble an audience for a presentation on
one’s business in this room is to vest the meeting with an
incomparable aura and gravitas. The main dining room
adjacent is equally splendid, and the bar lends itself to much
mingling and new acquaintances. We principally stay,

The Grand Hall of the Metropolitan

however, across the road at the most welcoming Penn Club,
where the mural in the rectangular breakfast room depicts
U. Penn footballers joyously leaping in victory, severely
contrasted with the kneeling and humiliated Harvard team
members, on some of whom one is reasonably sure that a
tear is painted as the game ends! The rooms are comfortable
and the main-floor library elegantly set up with a bar for the
end of the day. One can stare across the road at the New
York Yacht Club building that is achingly beautiful and,
sadly, equally remote.
But back to the Metropolitan. The entrance hall, the
Grand Hall is, quite simply, grand. Years ago, when the

main bar was just off the Grand Hall I met Douglas
Brandrup, who introduced himself and his friends at the bar
to this solo reciprocal member. It transpired that this
charming and unpretentious person was not only the
president of the club – in succession from J. Pierpont
Morgan, through Goelets, Vanderbilts and Whitneys – but,
subsequently, the inspiration for establishing the floor-toceiling-windowed dining room and principal bar area on top
of the flat roof of the building, surrounded by a 15-foot wide
balcony that overlooks Central Park with an uninterrupted
view across the treetops to the San Remo towers and the
Dakota to the northwest.
One evening we were joined on the balcony by some
diners who had seen us through the surrounding glass and
joined us – one a professor at Columbia and her husband
who had most recently been physician to Pope John Paul I
and who was fascinatingly engaged in the medical
attestation of miracles for the Vatican! On another occasion
the club’s major-domo alerted me to a high-level event
taking place one evening that I was at the club – a dinner for
the International Committee on the Status of Women and
wouldn’t it be a good idea if I was introduced to the guest of
honour – Governor Akiko Domoto of the Chiba Prefecture
who then favoured me with the first dance.
A year earlier the major-domo arranged for me to join the
20th anniversary celebration and pre-release of Al Pacino’s
Scarface taking place at the club with hundreds of people and
something in the neighbourhood of half a dozen lookalikes
or stand-ins, as well as Pacino himself. No doubt Pacino will
cherish our being introduced! And, for readers who
remember the ImClone saga that enveloped both Sam
Waksal and Martha Stewart, the Metropolitan Club is where
he and I discussed a possible merger prior to his unfortunate
event. Given that the club was the hatching place for the US
Steel Corporation it seemed the right kind of place for
merger and acquisition discussions – a historied place
available to us as reciprocals but very hard to get into as a
resident!
The University Club of Washington DC is quite simply
the ideal location when calling on members of the Houses of
Congress or on our own embassy in the city. The effect of
inviting Washingtonians for cocktails in that magnificent
building is as advantageous as the environment is pleasing
and, indeed, we credit the outstanding Union League in
Philadelphia with providing us with an aura of, may I say,
substance during our acquisition negotiations.
These reflections would be briefer but less complete if I
did not mention the University Club of San Francisco – one
of the few remaining where one can still enjoy a cigar –
albeit on the upper balcony overlooking the Bank of America
building and the Oakland Bay Bridge from just below the
crest of Nob Hill. The many features of the club, that
include, as almost all of the reciprocals do, an
accommodating and welcoming staff, is, regrettably, not

quite matched for those staying overnight. The club is
situated precisely at the corner of Powell and California,
where cable cars crest in both directions immediately by the
club. And, given the absence of air conditioning, at least up
until the last occasion we stayed, the charm of the hardworking cable heard through the open windows rapidly
diminishes. Another of our reciprocals in that city is the very
lovely Marines Memorial Club on “Lower Nob Hill” (rather
an affectation) although, as with the St. James’ clubs it is, now,
probably more of a hotel than a club.
In Boston the St. Botolph Club is a “club de charme” – lovely
to stay at albeit without the social bustle that adds so much to
the reciprocals. And, oddly, given its proximity, the Harvard
Club is rather bested by its New York namesake.

Births and Deaths
William Withrow
Bill Withrow, a longtime member of the
University Club (which he
joined in 1961), died in
January.
Born in 1926 and the son
of an artist, as a child he
studied art under Arthur
Lismer at the Art Gallery
of Toronto (as it was then
called). In 1944 he enlisted
but did not see active
service overseas. After his
discharge, Bill attended the University of Toronto (where his
art teachers included the painter Charles Comfort) and on
graduation became a high-school art teacher. He later
obtained master’s degrees in Fine Art and Education.
In 1960, Bill joined the Art Gallery of Toronto as assistant
director, soon being promoted to the directorship. He served
longer in that position than all his successors combined.
Under Bill’s leadership, the gallery’s collection increased
more than threefold (3,400 works in 1966, 10,700 in 1986). He
oversaw the transformation of the Art Gallery of Toronto into
the Art Gallery of Ontario in 1966, and a $25-million physical
expansion that opened in stages in the 1970s. Bill landed
significant donations for the AGO, including those from Sam
and Ayala Zacks and the sculptor Henry Moore, and staged
many important exhibitions. Toronto was the only Canadian
stop for Treasures of Tutankhamun, while Dutch Painting of
the Golden Age brought Vermeer's Girl with a Pearl Earring to
the city. The AGO also created its own major touring
exhibitions, including Turner and the Sublime, The Mystic
North and Vincent Van Gogh and the Birth of Cloisonism.
For his services to art, he was admitted to the Order of
Canada and the Order of Ontario.
At the Club, Bill Withrow was a stalwart of the Round

Table. He was also an important member and chair of the Art
Committee, instrumental in the growth and cohesiveness of
the Club’s nationally significant collection of Canadian
paintings, drawings and other works.
Hugo Vajk
Hugo Vajk, a longtime Club member, died in September.
An Honorary Life Member of the University Club, Hugo was
born in Ljubljana in what was then Yugoslavia (now
Slovenia).
He emigrated to Canada in 1947 and became a Canadian
citizen in 1953. After graduating from McGill with a degree in
engineering, Hugo obtained a master’s from Carnegie Mellon
University and embarked on a highly successful career in
manufacturing.
Hugo rose to the senior ranks of management at Massey
Ferguson, and went on to hold executive responsibilities
General Electric, Garrett Automotive and Inovatek Advisors.
He was a keen yachtsman.
Richard Sharpe
Dick Sharpe also died in
September. After serving in the
RCAF, he graduated from Western
with a business degree. Dick’s
business career began as a
management trainee at Simpsons in
1950, where he stayed through its
metamorphoses to Simpsons Sears
and Sears Canada. He retired as
CEO in 1989 but remained as Chairman until 1995 and
continued on the board until 2005. Dick was also a member of
many corporate boards, including CIBC and BCE.
He was honoured with the Order of Canada and made a
fellow of Ryerson University.
Dick was an avid fisherman, golfer, skier and churchman
and a devoted father and husband.
Hannah Morley
Sean Morley and Emily Niedoba welcomed Hannah
Secord Niedoba Morley on November 11, 2017. Hannah
weighed 5 pounds, 10 ounces at birth. Hannah’s older brother
George thinks it’s all pretty cool.

